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Václav Havel Airport Prague is to offer
regular direct flights to Ulaanbaatar for
the first time in its history

More information

The Eznis Airways carrier plans to operate flights to the capital of Mongolia two times a
week, on Wednesday and Saturday, effective 10 July, using a wide-body Airbus A330 with
a capacity for 256 passengers. This third direct European route to Mongolia, which is to
complement the only two other direct routes available, will also offer interesting options for
connecting flights, for example, to Vietnam.

Direct Flights to Kazakhstan Launched by SCAT
Airlines last May

After a four-year break, it is now possible to use direct flights from Prague to Astana.
Effective 22 May, SCAT Airlines offers its service to Kazakhstan twice a week every
Wednesday and Saturday, operated by Boeing 737-800 aircraft for 189 passengers. A
direct connection to Central Asia promotes interesting opportunities for business
cooperation between the two countries, as well as tourism.
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Prague Airport Gets Direct Connection to Uzbekistan
after 10 Years

Easier travel to explore Central Asia and interesting opportunities for the development of
business cooperation between the Czech Republic and Uzbekistan: all this is now
possible thanks to a new regular direct connection from Prague to Tashkent offered by
Qanot Sharq Airlines from 30 May. Flights to the capital of Uzbekistan are operated every
Thursday.

With easyJet to Mallorca

White sand and clear Mediterranean Sea; from 30 May, the largest of the Balearic Islands
can be reached three times a week every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday (then every
Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday since September) aboard easyJet’s A320 aircraft.
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Antalya Operated by Pegasus Airlines

On Sunday, 19 May, Pegasus Airlines launched its new route to Antalya, where the carrier
flies every Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday. Flights to the popular Turkish resort are
operated by A320neo aircraft for 186 passengers.

To Izmir with Smartwings and SunExpress

On Thursday, 30 May, Smartwings launched a new scheduled connection with Izmir,
Turkey. You can now fly to Turkey's third largest city every Monday and Thursday.
Together with Smartwings, you can also use SunExpress to get to this popular holiday
destination, which has been offering flights every Wednesday and Sunday since 5 June.

Athens within Reach and La Palma at Your Fingertips

On Friday 31 May, Smartwings launched a new scheduled service to Athens. You can now
fly to the Greek capital twice a week, on Mondays and Fridays. You can also travel with
Smartwings to the fifth largest island of the Canary Islands, La Palma, also known as La
Isla Bonita (the Beautiful Island), every Tuesday thanks to new route since 4 June.
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To Václav Havel Airport Prague from
Brno by Minibus

More information

From Brno to Václav Havel Airport Prague in two hours and twenty-five minutes. The
direct connection without a detour to the centre of Prague started to serve passengers.
Since June, the carrier Gepard Express has been operating four daily services from Brno
and four from Prague. Three more will be added from each city from 15 July, bringing the
total number of new services to fourteen a day. Minibuses run every two hours from six in
the morning to six in the evening. The price of a one-way fare is set at 390 crowns.
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